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AMIOTTE'S ART GOES BEYOfID GALLERIES
by
Megan McNamer
UM Publications and Media Relations
MISSOULA—
A thin braid winds out of Arthur Amiotte's conventional hair-cut.
His face shows the careful, articulate expression of an artist and academician.
He can be called both.
But deliberately weaving precise words, he explains to a stranger what lives 
beneath those names.
As he was about to beain a master's thesis at Pennsylvania State University, 
Amiotte left formal education as he had known it and returned to his childhood home 
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota.
"Education was not giving me the necessary understandino to be a very happv 
person. The non-Indian tradition had little to offer me in the way of family, trust., 
human-ness. There is an affective quality in the Indian world that I did not find 
outside it. I believe it is called tribalism."
In a film called "Amiotte" which premiered at the Smithsonian Institution and 
was shown on national television (PRS) in June of 1977 he says, "I wanted to find out 
what makes 'Indianness' persist. I wanted to know the secret information of relinious 
tradition. So I continued my education in a traditional mode. I studied with a 
shaman the mythology of my people, the sacred ritual and metaphysics. This study 
reawakened within me feelings and memories that had lain dormant."
(over)
i
And as a result, he tells the stranger, he has a closer glimpse of himself 
in today's culture.
"Indians have always had to adapt to survive. The strength to do this comes 
from practicing and believing in our own traditions, or blending these traditions 
with non-Indian traditions, or in some cases learninn a non-Indian mode of behavior, 
simply to survive."
After his return to the reservation, Amiotte taught children of his tribe, 
the Oglala Sioux, at the Porcupine Day School. He also wrote a five-volume series 
of textbooks called "Art and Indian Children of the Dakotas, An Introduction to the 
Cultural Arts"., and compiled a book cal 1 ed "PhotoaraDhs and Poems bv Sioux Children."
"Indian children have to go to school," Amiotte says, "and that education is 
extremely important. It is ultimately needed for jobs that require professional 
training. But the philosophy of education that is neared towards a standardization 
of achievement sometimes does not work for Indian people."
Amiotte agrees with the description of civilization offered him once by a close 
friend as "the refinement of technique," and a description of culture as "a refinement 
of the human condition." A formal education can offer Indian children the first.
The tribe gives them the second.
Amiotte has had one-man showings of his art throughout the United States 
and lectures extensively here and abroad on Native American art and sacred tradition. 
His work has been recognized by a number of professional honors and awards, includino 
a Phelps-Stokes Foundation Fellowship to teach in Jamaica and Barbados, a fellowship 
to represent the United States at the First Inter-American Course for Master Craftsmen 
in Ecuador, and most recently, the South Dakota Biennial Award for Outstandinci 
Creative Achievement, presented by the governor.





'"Making art' is when information that is stored up within oneself is 
transferred into other forms," he says. "The typical definition of creativity 
is uniqueness, newness, a difference from other things. I feel that creativity 
can also be a re-organization of older, more traditional media, or a re-oraanization 
of old information into newer idioms."
The information stored within himself is what Amiotte seeks to tap.
When Amiotte first "made art" he made paintings that consciously showed the 
Indian experience. Later artworks, primarily wal1-hangings, were drawn more deeply 
from that experience— not so apparently Indian when first examined, but touching 
closer to the roots of the Native American ethos. He describes the two as parts of 
"an inner and outer life."
Making art is only one way that Amiotte expresses that inner life.
I write, I teach and dance... making art is only one kind of natural process 
that tells about a person's life."
And he goes back to school. Amiotte is pursuing an interdisciplinary master's 
degree in anthropology, art and sacred tradition at the University of Montana for 
several reasons. It gives him a chance to study with Joseph Epes Brown ( associate 
professor at the UM and author of'The Sacred Pipe,"'The Spiritual Legacy of the 
American Indian 'bnd 'Forms of Power".) It gives him a chance to study sacred traditions 
of Native Americans in a university setting. ("Not the 'things' of tradition only, 
but the whole of the tradition-- a very rare situation at a university," he says.)
And as recipient of a Bush Foundation Fellowship, it gives him a chance to grow as 
a professional in the non-Indian world.
A chance he takes, for his people.





Amiotte's work will be on display at the Gallery of Visual Art in the 
Social Science Building on the University of Montana campus July 20-31.
The film "Amiotte" will be shown at 10:30 a.m. in room 215 of the Women's 
Center on the UM campus on July 20. Both events are part of the Conference on 
the Creative Person which will take place on the UM campus July 20 throuah July 31.
The conference will serve as a meeting of the minds and art of some of 
America's and Montana's prominent artists and humanists. The value of creative 
work and contemporary art in preparing a person for participation in today's world 
will be examined and celebrated throuqh open discussion and cultural activity.
All events are free to the public.
The conference is funded in part by a grant from the Montana Committee for the 
Humanities and is administered by the UM Center for Continuing Education and 
Summer Programs. For information, phone 243-2900.
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